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Abstract 
To most tool engineers machinability connotes 
·a. c·o.m·bination of characteristics of a cutting • 
I 
·ope.ration which include: the life of a tool-work 
piece combination, the surface finish produced, 
the type of chip produced, and the power consumed 
in the- formation of chips. The relative importance 
~f these four characterisitics depends upon the 
'.n·ature of the operation that is being perf.orrned. 
: 1~he ·use ,of cutting fluids, lubricants at lov1 speeds .'P 
in particular, influence these characteristics . . -:' 
r:n t·his, experiment the influence of extreme 
·pr·¢:ss·ure lubricants is observed on tool wear and 
sur£ace f~nish. From this experiment it can be 
qon;c:Iuded that E.P. agents, namely, chlorine c-1nd 
sulfur undoubtedly have effects on both of these 
charact eri,st ics. At the same time it is also 
··-
-'!!"'.·. 
, 
' ob·served· that the degree of effectiveness of 
j 
·¢hlo:rine :and sulfur both vary dependirig upon the ., 
. . cutting .condition,· i.e. cutting ope rat ion variables. 
lt is ~ealized that chlorine is basically an E.P. / 
ag .. eht which is reactive under milder condi t;ons 
,while severe conditions favor sulfur as an active 
·1 
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E .• J?. q,gentJ But it also seems that too much 
eoxrcentrat'ion of either of these ~ .P. agents may 
af.fe.et, adversely on. account of their destructive 
-action. 'On the tool material. 
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Introduction 
f • 
A metal cutting fluid may be defined as any 
·.liq:-µid or gas t·hat is applied to the cutting tool 
to, facilitate the removal of the metal by way of 
increasing the machining rate and the tool life 
a.nd :P..elping to produce a surface with satis:t~actory 
:acouracy and finish;1 ( 1 J. To various degrees any 
f·luid.· ap.pl:ted: to the machining operation will 
achieve these conditions by performing the following 
actions: Flow to the area of cutting action, wet .., 
the metal surfaces, remove heat and modify the 
frictibn between ~he surfaces with relative motion. 
. . 
. . . 
~a,ch, one.of these actions represent fluid properties 
which depe:nd on a number of basic physical and 
I • 
chemical .characteristics of the fluid. 
The first property, flowing to the area of the 
·outt·ing Eic·t.io.n, will depend largely on the viscosity 
tjf the fluid. Another factor controlling the fluid 
flow is the speed level at which the cutting 
operation is carried out (2). The wettir1g property 
will determine -the degree with which the fl 11id 
~ directly contacts the metal surfaces, particularly 
~nan adverse condition. Inheretltly then, coo:ing 
under such condition will also depend on the wetting 
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'.\: pr·oper·t.y. ~ In the absence of sufficient flow and 
.wt;=t:ting, a.: rel:.ocation of coolant jets to mechanically 
.bri:ng th:e- fluid to th"e critical area of the cutting 
t·oo·1 c,an so:metimes cause a significant· increase in 
t3ol lif~, especially in the high speed steel tool 
. use ( 3). 
In iiiscussing the :reduction of friction by 
, 6utting fluids, it is necessary to realize tha~ 
p·t_a-c.t:ically all machining operations produce ) 
.conditio:ns wnich p.reclude thick film lubrication. 
lJn'de:r t:he :re·s.tilt_in·g boundary conditions, viscosity 
\ is a; mi:ntfr :fa·ctor and oiliness is a major one. 
·tJ:nde<:r :the e·-xtre:m·e c:onditions, when even this regime 
--·C.fiirt no long.er cc1r_ry the lo~d and seizure, i.e . 
. welding restilt:s·.·, extreme pressure agents can be 
used. -'rhe a.c!"t:i:on of the extreme pressure agents 
c,an be exp·lai:ned: on. th·e basis of different theories 
·w'hicli V(::ill ·be: <r-e-v.i·Efwed later. The effect of the 
• 
tfxt.re.n'.le ,~ress_·ur·e·/ agents ( better known as E. P. agents) 
t~ one Q! reducing friction. While ordinary boundary 
•f' 
1'. .• 
,I 
·1ubr::L_c·at.io·n ··interposes some kind of thin film between 
the rubbing _surfaces (2), and thus protects the 
· surfaces a_g·ainst attrition, E .P. agents by their 
verj action, which is usually·called corrosion, 
.. 
d~~troy the metal $urface (9,10) . 
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These appear ·to be the major fluid properties 
of significance in metal cutting. ~or better 
unde·rstanding of the function of the cutting. fluid 
it i.s h-e·1.:p.rul to. r_e-view the function of a cutting 
tool. 
. ' Metal Cutting Mechanism and Cutting Fluid Performance: 
Though it might be true in case of some brittle 
met~l~ like cast iron, that the metal is cut in the 
f.as:hio::r1 similar to the splitting of wood along the 
:gr·ai·n, i·t .i$ .no·t the case when machining the majority 
:o·f metal:s ( 5). .• According to Pispanen and Ernst ( 6) 
during a metal cutting operation chips are formed 
• by plastic deformation and tremendous power is 
re.quired for this action. Approximately 9·7ci~ of the 
total useful work done in the metal cutting is 
:r:e.leas.~d in the form of heat ( 7) . Fig. 1 • 
When the tool pushes through the metal, the 
·a.t:Qms ahead of the cutting point are disturbed and 
b~gin to slide over the adjacent atoms. The friction 
·:Lnvolved in this sliding is called the "internal 
f:riction." Wnen the tool continues to push through 
the metal, a chip is formed which eventually slides 
over the tool face where again the friction is 
enc·ountered. This friction is called the "external 
fri-ction. '' The work spent to overcome these 
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f~~Otions reappears as heat. With a freshly ground. 
' 
'tool, lt has been estimated that 60~ of the total 
heat i$ liberated from the inter·nal friction in the 
shea~ zone (A) (Fig. 1), approximately 30% is 
released in the chip toot zone (B) and approximately 
10% -released in . the t.ool work zone ( C). As the tool 
wears-, undoubtedly the percentage of heat liberated 
• Will c6ntinuously vary t8). 
Undei certain cutting conditions the temperature 
and t~e pressure are high enough at the tool point • 
tn .. cause the material in tool and chips to be welded. 
Merc:hant (2) (Fig.2) depicts the idealized cross 
se-cti·on o.f ,a.: p-ortion of the chip-tool interface . 
..• , It 1s ;s.ee.n ·that the· chip and the tool are in contact 
.a,t :hi_gh s-pots where high pressures together with 
:s·liding motidn g~nerate friction and high heat • 
. T.his causes localized welding of the chip to the 
tobi. At the low speed cutting operations the worn 
c:utti:ng poin.t· of· the tool_ and in high speed cutting 
op:er.ation t·he- high level cutting speed itself are 
the causes of s~ch high pressures and hence localized 
welding. The metal which gets welded to the tool 
and ·remains attached to the tool tip is called 
Built Up Edge (BUE). The built up edge is undesirable 
:due to several reasons. Its continuous variation 
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and ploughing leaves a rough finish on the machined 
surface. The ploughing along the tool face gives. 
rise to th~ c.rater wear. Although the cutting point 
it.s·eJ,.:f· is ffro.tected by the small BUE, the other 
:c.onseqqenc:e-s stated make the BUE an undesirr1.ble 
ph-~homenon .. - One of several ways of preventing BUE 
(t1), is t~-~ u-s-e of the cutting fluid which is of 
'._i:r11po.rtanc.e i.n the present discussion. 
Dry Friction Theori 
Frictipnal resistance due to interlocking of 
asptr,ities_ of the two sliding surfaces was interpreted 
'by Amont.(JUS ( 1699) • The proposed theory for 
fr·ictto_nal resis-tance due to formation of small 
welds ·_at the po.ints of contact of sliding surfaces, 
whi-.ch suggested by }Iolm . Sweden arrd Bo\·1d en was in 
• 
:Ei.'n.d_ his: co-workers in England, seerns to be the !:lost .. 
~c}c,ept-able.. Bowden and Taylor have pointed out that 
fricti·onal resistance is not only due 1:0 localized 
welds but also attributed to the ploughing action of 
' 
the high points of harder material through the 
:softer material which makes the other surf·,1.ce of 
the ~liding pair. The frictional resistance F may 
'b:e expressed as: 
' 
.. 
F = 'c'A + P r 
.. 
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- shear stress of the welds 
Ar= real area of contact 
P - ploughing component 
Dividing this equation by the applied load for 
s.lid:ing, i.e. N, which further can be cornpt1ted :1s 
·the product of real area of contact Ar and hardness 
.H :of the aspiri ties we can express the above equation ., 
-
F 7 P 
,-.- = - + .... N H. N 
. M 7 p i.e., =H+N 
whe-re ~ = coefficient of friction 
The first term of the above equation represents 
tbe rati6 of· the shear stress to the hardness of the 
w:e-.1-ds-. Thi.s is the major component of the coefficient 
' of .f:ri·c.tion. _The other component i.e. P/N, the 
pl.o.ugh,in§ part· of ~ is appreciable only if a hard 
·rnet·_al surface- slides over a soft one ( 12). 
It can be r·eali-zed that when two surfaces of 
:s·i-m·i·1··ar hardness :slide against each other the value 
friction can be brought down , 
r is H reduced to a small value. 
. 
• 
" 
:o·f· ·t:he: c·oefficient 'Of 
OAlY if the co~pon~nt 
·Thi-s means a decrease in shear stress and an increase 
. \ 
.ift hardness of the metal should be achieved. The 
low .she:·ar .9tr·ess and high hardness is not a natural 
• 
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·-c.o,.ui"bi.n,at·'1..,o:n.. So a lower coefficient of friction can 
1)¢.· o,bt·:ained only if a layered structure \•:; -t h.J.. JC.. iJ -
shear stress is created on the hard surface. This 
< 
;.. 
• cnnd·itidrt of a low shear stress layer with hard 
surface backing will give the required combination ~ . ~·. 
t-o lower the v:a.l·u·e of the coefficient of friction 
,dur.irig sli.:di:rig movement. 
0.ut· of· th:e t:o·tal power applied in a metal 
cfutting operati·on :2/3 of it appears as heat gener~:1ted 
at the shear p:lane. Most of the remaining power is ,· 
u·tilized in overc·oming external friction at tr1e tool-
' 
chip: .interface. An equation can be constructed to 
,_r:e:p.re:sent total power applied ( 1): 
P = F.Vf + S.V 9 
P· - Applied power 
F - Friction ,,. 1orce 
V -
·r- Velocity of sliding 
s - Shear force -
, 
V = S. Velocity of shear 
The total power required for the cutting operation 
:_can be reduced by reducing both the terms on the right 
1.1and side of the equation, i.e. FVf and ~V 8 • 
. The equation for the shear angle can be given 
(Merchant, 1942) by: 
• . 
•• 
• 
·,:: 
I "·. 
191ere 
0 o{ ¥> 
- 45 + 2 - ~ 
<f) - Shear plane angle 
.c:,( = Back rake angle 
~ - Friction angle 
The abo~e equation shows that a decrease . 1n 
·t:ti.e. friction angle increases the shear plane angle 
·vrhich in turn decreases the v1ork 1n snear. 'rhis is 
t·rue since an increased shear angle \·1ill resul·t in 
.. 
a reduced shear plane area, assuming a constf'1nt shear 
tl·tress. It is evident that if the friction between 
~ 
.. the tool and the chip can be reduced, the coefficient 
of friction can be so modified that it will result 1n 
.~ 
. -
.a lnwe·r cutting power requirement; hence better 
~~The lmprovement of the surface finish on the 
to.al fac.e, and the inclusion of certain materials , 
such as sfilfur or lead in the work material will 
improve machinability. The alteration of the 
,rne:tallogra.phic structure of a work material by heat 
treatment is anQther method used to reduce the 
• 
co:effic ient of friction. I{oweve r, application of a 
cu~t~ng fluid in metal cutting is the method for 
.. 
r-educing the coefficient of friction which will be 
the subject for.this discussion. 
to 
' 
~. 
·' 
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Cutting Fluid ~erformance 
Cutting fluids can be classified in two groups, 
.name·ly,. lubricants and coolants. Lubricants are 
tho$e· eutting fluids which will reduce the heat 
·pr.e:.s-~ht d_uring the operation by modifying the very 
source of heat generation, while coolants form that 
g·'.rO::Up :of ·c11tting fluids which v1ill carry away the 
hea.t· p:res:ent. This can further be explained that 
. l·ubr·i·ca.n:ts, by reducing the coefficient of friction 
-a-t the tool·~:chip interface, reduce the shear work 
required to· ·b:ri:ng plastic flow in the metal. Thus 
less init-i.al power input is required. Consequently 
the ··t.otal :amount of heat is reduced. Thus· lubricr.ints . 
·will affect: ·t-he rate of 'heat generated in the external 
-~~ well as in the internal friction areas. Cbolants 
;on t_ .. he: othe·r hand, with their physical properties 
S'.Q.G.h .as, .high specific heat, conductivity, and 
~i$bosity become the best means of carrying heat 
:away fro.m the cutting point of the tool. 
·;II The ·entire field of lubrication may be divided 
' into t·hree general regimes, which may be des~gnated 
ae the full fluid, boundary, and extreme boundary 
-~eg_ions of lubrication. Full fluid lubrication wl:1ich 
is also known as.hydrodynamic lubr4cation, is not 
present in a·metal cutting operation. This is due 
.... 
\ 
p 
-.. 
~: .. 
·,. 
.• 
-. 
I 
to-the fact that, this type of lubrication condition 
requires positive pressure to be developed 
hydrodyn.amically. Lubrication of a metal cutting 
t~ool by a cutting fluid, lubricants, is eith~r of the 
b~undary or of the extreme boundary type, depe~ding 
.upon whether the temperature and the pressure 
.developed are low and high respectively. 
Under the severe conditions of temperature and 
; ·;pre.·s·sure encountered on the face of a tool~-- in a 
~etal cutting operation it is found that the absorbed 
· .l:i.quig fi_1·ms are incapable of wi tr1st,1r1dir~f; tr1e high 
shear.ing· forces to wl1ich they are subjected. Only 
~olid films are capable of remaining attached to 
... the sliding· surfaces to pr·event metal-to-rnetal 
•• 
..r 
c·o.ntact { ·1) • -, Since the mechanism of chip formation 
Yields: g~ surface that is coCTp9sed of minute hills 
arr'q valleys on the chip surface, a labyr1r1th of fine 
C'f);p·-i':Ll-arie.s is formed in conjunction with the tool 
• 
E?u..rfa..ce. T:he surface tension of the cutting fluid 
t·hen provides ~he driving force necessary to conduct 
the fluid to the cutting point against the outward 
.,:motion- of the chip. The fac·t that a cutting i'lt1id 
in vapor phase is as effective as the fluid in liquid 
p_·has:~ indicates that the action of cutting fluids in 
-~etal cutting is chemical rather than physical in 
• 
i, 
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t1 a:t··u re· •.. . . . .. . . . ~ 
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·T.lre sev~ral combinations of conditions to which 
t.rre c_:ut_t,ing fluid is subjected, encourage the chemical 
:a·ct .. i.on-. .. Such conditions are: 
·1~ Very high localized temperature--approaching 
the melting point o,f the metal being cut. 
1. ,2. ·y·~ry high pressure-- up to the hardness of 
·-
the metal being cut . 
... 
. 3. Clean highly reactive nascent metal surface 
of the chip which is free from any oxide 
o·r :any . c ontarninat ion. 
·4 .• Highly stressed metal. 
:the coefficient of friction of mineral oils 
-u.nd.er bqundary conditions can be reduced by 
incorporation of certain additives such as fatty 
~bids, which have polar molecules. This property 
0£ giving low coefficient of friction is known as 
· .. t 
·Oilines:s.. The theory of metallic soaps is t:1e 
•. 
-. 
·-
. 
' 
md·dific~tion of the old physical absorption theory. 
metallic soap is the chemical product resulting 
from th~ attack of polar molecules on the metal 
s_ur.t:.ace. In many practical examples of boundary 
lubrication, the conditions are mild enough to form 
metalli.c soaps. In other cases, conditions are so 
severe that temperatures far in excess of the melting 
point of metallic soaps are reached. In these 
13 
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conditions extreme pressure lubrication is required. 
The effective method of meeting such lubrication ia 
to c~eate relatively infusible solid films with low 
shea~ strength between the rubbing surfaces. These 
t:Y-pes of film are produced by either sulfide' or 
chlqrides of metal, or a mixture of both, which are 
e££ective due to their high melting points. Such 
ad4itives ~re known as extreme pressure agents. 
The addition of E.P. agents influence the tool 
life in various ways. For better µnderstanding of 
·these irtfluences, different modes of tool failures 
shoU1d be reviewed. The life of a cutting tool is 
... 
controlled in three ways according to the mode of 
t-001 failure li~ited by 1) excessive heat, 2) gradual 
w-~ar:, and 3) welding. 
Of these, the first factor, • 1. e . excessive heat, 
. ca.uses softening of the cutting point leading to the 
lo.&s of the tool tip. This is preceded by some 
reduction in the cross section of the tool which . . ' .. ·- . . . '. '._. . .,• . . . -.. 
weakens the tool structure and brings the tool life 
to art end. Beaubien and Cattaneo (4) have shown in 
their experiments that although lubricants have 
little effect in the heat reduction aspect of such 
putting conditions, E.P. agents when added to the 
i 
mineral oil have increased tool life significantly. 
• 
14 
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The interesting point that they bring out is the fact 
"'that the use of an E.P. agent reduces the shear ":ark 
during the cutting operation while the fricticn work 
rem1:i,ins practically unchanged. This is true since 
at the shear plane area shear velocity remains tt'..e 
same While shear force is reduced. Hence lower shear 
WQ.rk is required. Al though the friction at the tool-
chip interfacs is reduced to half, the friction 
• 
C \ 
"'Ve10ci ty is doubled. This results in al['lost constant 
-
f·rict:ion work. 
... 
The second factor which controls the tool life 
'is· the gradual wear. The tool dimensions 
change affecting a slow change 1n the quality of 
the pro¢uct produced, i.e. higher surface roughness 
~ and p·oorer dimensional accuracy. Beaubien and 
Cattaneo show that though reduction of friction is 
most d~sirable under these conditions, the addition 
bf an E.P .. agent has usually a snall effect 'and more 
0£te.n result in rapid tool wear due to the corrcsive 
a&tion of the B.P. agents on the tool surface. Neat 
min~ral oil proves to be a successful fluid under 
'\ 
such tiircumstances. 
The last mode of tool failure governing the 
tool life is welding, in which failure results due 
' 
to ploughing of the BUE through the tool surface 
• 
•I 
' \ . 
' 
' 
:/ 
.. ~. 
., > 
by the sliding chip. E.P. agents in oil have a 
pronounced effect on this mechanism, often increasing 
tool life by as nuch as 10 to 20 fold. 
·has no effect under such conditions . . .. . ·. 
Oil alone 
Ernst and Merchant (13) in their investigation 
:o·f· the .,.action of a cutting fluid noted tr1at those 
materials, which increased tr1e cuttin,.-7, r;1tic), (cutting 
rat,io _ refers to ratio of chip length to ·the tc)ol J 
travel-~ lower ratio indicates built up edge) chemically 
r·e.acted with the chip . 
present in the cutting fluid .., ana 
·~hemic.al reaction were those which contained chlorine, ' 
S~lfur or phosphorous. It was also found thf1t as the 
.c:.utting speed was increased the 
v·arious chemicals was reduced. 
~ rt 
• 
~ e 1 1 e c t i \T e :1 e r; : ; o r 
This depenos on the 
chemical, its concentration as well as the metal 
being machined. Clyde A. Sluhan (11) reviews the fact \ 
·that the percentage of chlorine, sulfur or oi1os1Jhorc11s 
.in .. a. :cutting oil is not the only indication of its 
act·iv·:ity .. Often a lower percentage of loosely held 
s--ulfur :c·an be more effective than a greater pt!rcer1tf1ge 
of more tightly held sulfur. Also, the use of too ' 
much sulf~r can cau&e faster flank wear than desired. 
Accor¢ing to Perry (14) sulfur may be added to the 
·oil. either as an element or in combined form, e.g. 
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su.l .. fur:iz·e·d fa.ts. Chlorine, however, must always be 
adde.d ih. combined form. Como ere ial cutting fl t1 ids -~ l 
·,. 
of the oil type, developed primarily for friction • 
·:re=du,ctton, contain fats, fatty acids, chlorine, 
:sulfur· or phospr1orous either, alone or in combir .. ation. 
Tfiis ·t·ype is used to increase the tool life Find 
::Lmp.ro·v~ the sur1 .. ace finish at relatively low speeds 
(below 200 sfpm). Bowden concludes that fats or 
fatty acids are mild lubricants by virtue of their 
.good wetting action and by the reaction with the 
metal, they form metal s6aps. These are effective' 
under the temperature near their melting point, . i.e. 
·O approximately 100 C. The works of Merchant (2) and 
Shaw (1) show .chlorine as an excellent friction 
reducing material capable of reducing friction by 
80%. Friction reducing effects depend upon the 
fo .. rmEit:i_·on :of fer~ic chloride film which is stable up 
to· at- least 300 °c. Sulfur com pounds capable of 
:~~~dting with a metal surface are good boundary 
lubric-ants on metals like steel, copper and cadcium, / 
b~t- not silver and platinum. Phosphorous conpounds 
react to form a low melting eutectic to provide the 
bound&ryifilm which reduces mechanical abrasion (15). 
Prutton (16) and his co-workers review 
lubrication theory and explain the synergistic 
17 
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effect of i combination of chlorine and sulfur 
additives in extreme pressure lubric~nts. It is shown 
that combination is more effective th;in either aic)rle. 
. 
6 . 0 He points out that ferrous chloride melts at go C 
. 
0 and ferrous sulfide melts at 1200 C. lience cutting 
oils containing both chl6ride and sulfur would be 
m.or.e effect·ive at lower tempt:rature conditions where 
·the chlorine would be more effective ar1d under 
temperature conditions sulfur would be 
Action of E.P. Agents in Cutting Fluid 
J-,i ,....,. 
I 
.. more e11ect1ve. 
There are several theories suggested to explain 
th~ reduction of friction during metal cuttin~ 
o,perations, involving metal ·cutting fluids and extreme 
pressure lubricants. 
The American theory of Merchant (2) and Shaw 
rely on the formation of low shear strength solids 
~long the tool-chip interface. According to this 
theory, when a fluid, either liquid or vapor, comes 
in contact with a clean metal suri'ace, one or more 
layers are-apt to be formed on the metal surface by 
the process refered to as adsorption. The two types 
of adsorption are: 
1) physical adsorption-- by which the molecules 
in the fluid layer and those on the metal 
·surface are held together by a molecule bond. 
18 
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:2·): :c:h·e.mical adsorption-- in which much stronger 
valancy bond exists within the molecules. 
It is the latte~ type, chemical adsorption, that 
;e;xists at the t.ool-chip interface during a n1etal 
e.u.tti:ng operation with the application of cutting 
,fluid. The fundamental difference between these two 
types of adsorption is the require:r:er1t of energy of • 
. activatior1, which must be supplied to start the 
:ad.s o:rp.t i o.n • In a metal cutting operation the high 
:t::emperat:U,.res encountered provide sufficient source 
·· f·Q:r t·.h.e· r~q·u·ired energy of activatior1.. The flt.lid 
film thus formed will reduce the friction bet\veen 
the ~ool~chip interface due to its low shear strength • 
.... 
. Kohn (17), however, reviews the Russian theory l , . 
'of Kebinder et.· al. of tne effect of surface active 
agents. A·ccording to this theory the reduction of 
f t.ool .forces is attributed to the intensific,-1tion of 
strain hardening in tne cutting zone by these agents. 
f~e changes in the creep and fatigue characters of 
met~ls are due to adsorption of such agents. This 
'·n..as·te.-ns tl1e strain hardening of tl1e L1etal surface 
and lattice penetration of the decomposed lubricant 
1nole:cu:Les. 
Af·ter reviewi~g botr1 the American and Hussian 
t'he:b.rie·s Kohn ( 18 J suggests the theory of microcrack 
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stabilization to interpret the results of his 
ex.periment s . Accordingly, the reduction in the tool 
. w-ear, the friction at tr1e tool-chip inter.race a!1d 
the metal transfer of sliding surfaces . . .. ~ is ne1l,ner 
due to formation of low shear b 01.1.nd ·1r t es 
along the tool-chip interface, nor due to the 
acceleration of tl1e strain hardening. It is due to 
generation of products such as ferricchlorides, formed 
during cre~tion of fresh metal surfaces in the oresence 
of l.ub-:rioants w.t1ich stablize microcracks gener;.ited 
prio·r to shear fai·lure. Stabil i za tior1 by ti1e 
lubricant is attributed to its ability to reduce the 
' 
·micro crack surf'ace free energy by coatir1g its walls 
:an-d thus spontaneously gencratir1g sr1ear at a reduced 
-stress level. An alternate mechanism to exuLain 
• 
microcrack stabilization during deformation is 
through the promotion of dislocation pile-ups at 
the metal surface caused by a coating of the lubricant. 
The gr:,.eater the lubrica1.1.t' s effectiveness in .. 
1 restricting the egress of dislocations, the greater 
i_s its effectiveness in promotir1g r:1icrocrack forr.iation • 
T:he microcracks thus formed will lead to t11e sr1e(-1r 
failure of the work piece ahead of the tool tio and 
also cause the shear failure of numerous welded 
aspirities arising during chip flow over the tool 
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thus both the shear failures take place at the 
reduced stress level. 
•, 
Hence it can be surmised that the reactivity of 
different cutting fluids will vary depending upon the 
amounts :Of chlorine, su1i·ur and phosphorus, tl1eir 
degree of chemical stability, the kind of metc.l they 
are used on, and speed feed relation in the cutting 
·o::pe:rat:.1:o:n.. The important characteristics of a 
cutting operation· include: the life of a to~)l, the 
surface finish produced, the type of chip produced 
. 
and the power consumed. Out of these four, tool wear 
and the surface finish were studied in this experi:nent. 
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Experimental Procedure 
The purpose of this experiment was to study the 
.~f.rect of the cor1centration of chlorine 
:individually as well as together in the cutting 
flti~ds on the tool wear and the surface finish during 
a series of metal cutting operaticns. ?or t11is 
p~rpose six different cutting conditions were selected--
.one dry, i.e. with atmospheric air as tt1e cutting fluid 
.~nd the rest of the five with water soluble chemical 
fluids as the cutting fluids. These were as r~:lows: 
1) a lower level concentr-ation of' cr1lorine o!~ 
11% in combined form. 
2·) a higher level chlorine concentration of 22% 
i'·n combined form. 
3} a lower level sulfur concentration of 3%. 
4.): a higher level sulfur concentrctt:c)r: o: 4.51C;. 
·5) a. combination of lower level conceritr::1tions 
of chlorine and sulfur, i.e. a mixture of 
( 1 ) and ( 2) 
~ 
:c·utting fluids were 
in the nresent case . ..i. 
prepared by mixing one part of 
the chemical fluid and ten parts of v,ater. The 
spedifications of each fluid is given in Appendix-A. 
The whole experiment is divided into two cutting 
.o_ondi t ions, namely, rough machining arid finish 
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Turning on an engine lathe was taken as 
tr-1.e mach,.ining operation. The work material used was 
SAB 1.1,l7. The tool material used was HSS, T-1 5. 
The tool .g-e.ornetry appears in Append ix- ;;. . 
' Und.er ea:c-h: of tr1e two machining conditions the 
feed and the depth of cut were kept constant while 
three different levels of speed were selected. In 
order to Ubserve the relationship between the time 
of c~t an·d tue tool wear as well as the surfr1ce finish, 
-it wag desired that the measurement of the tool \'1ear 
:an-d t·he ·finish of the turned surface of the work 
. . 
-
... 
ma,t,erial be· taken at three dif ferer1t time periods 
b~fore the tool failure occurs. A pilot experiment 
was carri:ed out. The purpose of which was to 
·, . 
d'et:errntn.e the definite levels of feed, depth of cut, 
~~·.-:-·. • .
s·pee·d and time interval for the measurements, to 
.9-v .. o·id the sit.uation where the tool fails during the 
l·ast time interval of cut. Consideration \vas given 
to the different levels of various cutting variables 
·so t.hat adequate and measurable differences would be 
ob·t-a,ined. . . ;;, .·. 
.· 
A.s: t:rte- result of this pilot experiment, the main 
·,.·expe_r.i_ment was designed in the· following pattern: 
1) Roughing condition: 
Feed= 0.020"/revolution 
l 
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Depth of cut= 0.100" 
Speeds= 50 sfpm, 100 sfpm, 150 sfpm 
Time intervals for cut= 3 min., 5 ~in., 
and 9 . min. 
2) ~inishing Condition: 
~ 
Feed= 0.010"/revolution 
Depth of cut - O.OjC)" -
Speeds - 100 sfpm, 200 sfprn, 3()0 -
•rime ir1tervals for cut 3 . - min., -
and 9 min. 
sfpm 
5 . min., 
Thus under each condition with 3 levels of speeds, 
3 levels of time intervals, and 6 types of the cut~i11g 
Iiuids. 1 a total of 54 
' 
t:he t.ool wear and the . ' . . . . 
readings were taken to measure 
work surface finish. In order 
t:o: :r.e.-d·u.ce the experimental error three repl icf1 ti::ir1s 
• 
we-re t_aken • 
32-4·-.. cuts. 
This resulted in a sum total of 2 x 54 x 3 = 
To furtr1er reduce the exverirr.erital error 
these cuts were taken in random fashion. Due to 
p:r,actical difficulty in changing the fluids ea.ch time 
far a different cut, which can arise if the whole 
experiment were randomized, randomization of readings 
was done within each of the cuttin~ conditions. ':'hus, 
once the experimental set up was made for one cutting 
fluid~ all necessary cuts under this condition were 
take_n before switching over to the next cutting fluid. 
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The equipment used in this experiment is listed 
in Appendix-A. A frequency alternator coupled to 
the AC driven lathe provided a means of holding the 
.cutting speed constant with v:ariable wor1{Dic'ce size. 
:The tool was placed on center at the start ana the 
· ·po·s-ition was kept uncl1anged until the next set of 
-· tools :w_as used which required recentering. During 
each cut, i.e. single combination of speed, feed and 
depth of cut, at the end of each time interval the 
. tool was removed from the holder for the measurements. 
:T·h-e tool wear was measured on a tool mal<er' s microscope 
and t-h.e work surface finish was d·eterrnined wi tr1 a 
stylus type surface rougl1ness measurer:1ent ir1strument. 
tr.he· tool wear was measured along the flank of the 
to··o.l. 
The following factors were considered during < 
tfes1;gn. an~d measurement stages of the experiment: 
l·_) S·-i.nce the chenical fluids were e:-:trer:1e 
pfessure lubricants th~ maximum speed was 
kept below 300 sfpm. 
2) The flow of cutting fluid was directed as 
shown in frgure 3(a) and the indirect 
application as in 3lb) was avoided. This 
was done to make sure that the cutting 
fluid had access to the tool tip . 
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3) While taking the measurement for the tool 
wear the built up edge developed on the 
tool tip, if any, was removed. 
,..:. 
.. , . 
•• 
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Results 
P_ppendi.)c-B shows the measurements of the tool 
'vtear and the surface finish taken under eacr1 condition 
-~ith replications. The averaged values of the three 
,f~_plications of each cut are tabulated in Appendix-C. 
From the design of the experiment descr·i bed 
'previously it is evident that tr1e prime p1.1r·~·C)f3e of 
tbis experiment was to study t~e influence of the 
' 
.:c:oncentration of chlorine and sulfur in the cutting 
fluid, individually as well as together, on the tool 
wear and ·work surface finish. In additior1, the 
import:ant interactions of variables on the cut ting 
:qp·e:r·at,ion were also studied. Such interactions v1ere: 
(1.) tnol wear vs. cutting time, (2) surface finish 
v.s. cutting time, ( 3) tool wear vs. speed, and ( 4) 
~urface finish vs. speed. The results of these two 
factor-interactions are illustrated in Appendix-D. 
-~ .Tb._e st·at_is·tical analysis of variar1ce wc-1~;; carried 
t:>u,t· io confirm the significance of the effects of 
·th~. variabl~s observed from the plots. This analysis 
~s shown in Appendix-E. The criteria of significance 
is the F ratio, i.e. the ratio of the mean square of 
e:ffect under comp~rison and the experimental error 
-term. In the tables shown in Appendix-Ethe sign* 
• 
"' 
.  
,8. 
0 
.. 
shows the ·significance at 99% or 95% confidence level 
.as the case may be. 
I 
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Discussion of Results 
Effect of chlorine on tool wear: 
The position of the chlorine on the dry cut curve 
ih plot 1-3, Appendix-D, indicates a lower wear 
ac·hieved with the application of chlorine :-1.s ;1n 
was 
extreme pressure lubricant in cutting conditions 
examined. In plot-1, the curve for the 1.ow lF~,rel 
chlorine·is situated above the curve for higher level 
chlorine throughout the cut, which is not the case 
round in plot-? and 3, i.e. at the speed level of 100 
·s.fpm· and 150 sfpm. This may be attributed to a r1igher 
concertt.ration of chlorine having a damaging ef feet on 
t:he to-ol material, and thus causing rapid \\Tear rit 
lower speed levels. Plots 4,5, and 6 for sneed levels 
of 100 sfpm and 200 sfpm in finishing conditions show 
that the higher concentration of chlorine gives lower 
tool wear than the lower concentration applic:1tion of 
cl1lorine. Fr.om these observations it can be deduced I i 
that during the application of lower chlorine ;,1 I' 
.. 
concentration a lower energy of act_ivation was required, "i,··. ·, ;-:.,' 
than during higher concentration application of chlorine. 
E£f~ct of chlorine on surface finish: 
In roughing conditions, the surface finish curve 
·for low concentration of chlorine falls below tha.t of 
.. 
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the higher concentration.. 'l'his shows that better 
surface is obtained with the lower concentr;1ti:Jr1 ,-it 
lcj:w spe.eds. In plots 11 and 12 the higher concentration 
:giv:es ·tet·t~r surface finish. Since the analysis of 
var·:i,a-h.ce f-or suri'ace finish in roughing and fj_nishing " 
:c.o:nditi'ons· sr1ows that the cutting fluid eft~ect is 
s_i.gnificant at 99% ( Append ix-E) , the cone 1 us ion, 
similar to that during tool wear, can also be drawn. 
In the plots for finishing conditions, plots 10, 11, 
-~nd 12·l the dry cut seems to give worse finish than 
w.i th c·hlorine. This can be explained, in view of the 
fact that with a fluid application a smaller built 
\· 
up edge was found. 
i·ff:ect of sulfur on tool wear: 
.Plots 1, 2, a..r1d 3 distinctly show that the 
c·oncent:ration of sulfur in the fluid corltributes 
_nothing to reduce the tool wear. ~his confirms the 
inability of sulfur in solution to react at lower 
speeds. Within sulfur concentration uncertaintv of .._. 
e'f:fect of concentration is observed. In the i'i11ishing 
condition, i.e. plots 4, 5, and 6, only plot 6 shows 
t:·hat tool wear is reduced with sul.fur aoulic;1~ior1. 
From these observations it can be conc1uded t.!1.ci t 
sulfur reacts effectively at higher cuttine soeed 
conditionsj especially at speeds above 200 sfura. 
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However, during the finishing conditions even higher 
concentrations of sulfur do not seem to ir1ve lower .. :, 
t;:ool wear than that wi tl1 low cor1centr,ation. This nay 
t:e the result of tr1e higher concentr,;..1~ir_;T1 beir1f; tO() 
~igh to retard tool wear . The CJ9'Jb sit~r1i.:fic~ince level 
. of effect of fluid in both roughing and finishing 
cor1ditions permits t11is conclu~-1ion. 
Effect of sulfur on surface finish: 
The presence of sulfur in a cutting fluid tends to _g.t_ve better surf'ace finisr1. This c }il1 be seen :~rom 
the pilots 10, 1 1 , ar1 d 1 2 , w he r e t he d r y c ll t c ti r ,; (: . 1S 
higher· than the curves for tl1e sulfur coricentr,:.tiic1ns. 
,. 
Eve:n here the higher concentration does not seem to 
b:e superior to the lower concentration. 
Effect of combined sulf'urated-cr1lc)I'i:'i~~ted flt1.id: 
Throughout the experiment all . . 1 . , r "l r·, T"\ •. 0 •.· c:~ (" r1 o· W \J ... "' !,./ ..... ',. l, " .) ..:..) " ~ 
t.hat the effect of the 1·1uid cor1tc..:i.r1ir:.g st1l:t'l1r and 
chlorine remains intermediate compared to tl1ose fluids 
containing only chlorine or only sulfur. " 1h1' t;"'. .6.. v Cc.in oe 
explained on the basis that chlorine is active at 
lower speeds while sulfur is active at higher speeds. 
_Qomparison of effects of chlorine and su·1 i',1J.r:L~~c:c: 
Plots 1, 2, and 3 show th?-t the cl1lorina"ted 
' 
·fluid gives lower tool wear than the sulfurated fluid 
at lower speeds when compared separately at different 
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levels of concentration. In the finishing condition 
only at 300 sfpm did the sulfurated fluids give lower 
tool wear than the chlorinated fluid at both the 0 
le~els of concentration. This agrees with the previous 
'$tudies that sul1~ur is effective iri reducing tO{)l-cr1ip 
._f·riction. Subsequently, it reduces tool wear, at higher 
cutting speed conditions, However, chlorine reacts 
favorably at lower cutting speeds. 
Plot 13 represents tool wear vs. speed in a 
finishing condition at the end of 9 minutes of cut 
under three different cutting conditions, i.e. (1J 
dry, (2) using chlorinated fluid of low level 
c.o:noe.ntration and ( 3) using suifurated fluid of low 
cor1c·entration. ·.rhis plot is particularly significant 
in the way that it shows the effect of the presence 
bf chlorine and sulfur over speed ranges of 100 sfpm 
to 000 sfpm. At 100 sfpm the chlorine curve is 
situated below the sulfur curve indicating hiiher 
to~l ~ear with the sulfurated fluid than with 
. 
tblorinated fluid. Gradually the two curves interchange 
the position indicating sulfur being more effec:ive 
than chlorine as the speed increases. '.:'hough both 
the curves have positive slopes, the slope of the 
_) curve for sulfur is less than tl1at of' the ci1lorine. 
Near.the speed level of 300 sfpm the curves once 
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again interchange showing more tool wear resulting 
with the use of sulfurated fluid comoar~ed to ~ 
with the use of the chlorinated fluid. This can be 
explained on the basis of tr1e available li ter:::1ture 
• that the lubricants, in metal cutting apDlicati,n, 
are ef·fective at speed levels below 2()1J sfpm wr1ile 
above· 200 sfpm coolants are rnore effective as the 
t.emperature failure of tool is preijominant at speed 
.... 1e·~~ls higher than 200 sfpm. The BUE exist i r~f; 
the· :dry cut seems to protect the tool tip f'ror:1 e:<cess 
wear while during the cuts, using cutting fluids, a 
ve,·ry' little BUE which was formed did a little 
towaids the tool wear reductiort and resulted in 
'higl+er ·wear. The sudden increase in tool wear during 
:d:ry cut near 300 sfprn speed level can be exp:i.c1ined 
. "h' b h h h h 
. h ... . . 
o:n. t e same asis on w ic t e interc ange 1)1 c .• .1.or1ne 
and sulfur curves near 300 sfpm \vas explained abo 1 e. 
Plot 14 clearly shows that at the low speed 
level application, chlorine gives better sur~~ce 
finish than sulfur and at the higher spe~d, sulfur 
gi~es a better surface finish than chlorine. It 
should also be no~ed that dry cut throughout the 
finishing condition gives the worst surface finish. 
:a}b:is was due to a large HUE being continuously formed 
.and broken by the moving chip. This leaves a rougher 
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~irtish during the dry cut. The application of the 
lubricants reduces the size of the BUE tein.g formed, 
resulting in lesser debris between the flank area of 
th.e tool :·and the work. As a result, better surface 
·.finish Was obtained with the fluid a:.>nlic;1::ion. At . . . . . . ~ 
300 sf~ the chlorine and the sulfur curves tend to 
O·;.o;nve.~·g_e, showing that at such l1igher speeds tnere 
·e:xist.,s no significant dif~f'erence ir1 S'JJ'i·;,1ce .f'ir1ish 
achi~ved during dry cut and cuts with fluid a D "1 ·• ..: • .-.. '-4 .. 1· on .· .. 1, .... J.... l L i:-. 1., • 
' . 
Tb.e reason is that at higher speed, tool failure is 
attributed not to the gradual wear but to temperature. 
.. 
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Gonclusion 
F1·om the preceding discussion, and from the 
.r.esuJ .. ts obtained, it can be concluded th~.:.t: 
(·1) Chlorine and sulfur as E.P. a~ents are 
effective at speed levels below 3no sfpm 
w~th chlorine more effective at low speed 
levels, i.e. below 100 sfpm, while 
is the most active agent at speeds 
100 sfpm. 
.. 
sulfur 
' aoove 
{2) Higher concentration of the E.P. agent is 
more effective than the lov,~..:-r cori.cen-cr~:.~ton. 
However, toe high a concentration ~1ay act 
adversely on the tool material giving rise 
• 
to excessive wear. 
{3) BU:r; helps in preventing excessive tool wear ... 
but leaves poor surface Hence toe, l 
wear under dry conditions, when 
BUE is 1·ormed, is lower than dt1rini: tr1f~ 
cutting fluid application and poorer surface 
finish is obtained under a dry condition 
than under a cutting fluid application. 
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Area of Future Study 
·nuring the literature survey for this experiment 
.an··d also while conducting the experiment, the following 
a·r.e-a·s: could be suggested for future study: 
(1) Effect of cutting fluid, particularly 
lubrican~s, on-- tool chip interface temperature, 
to study different temperature levels at 
which dif1'erent E.P. agents become reactive • 
·(2) Effect of lubricants on forces acting on 
the tool from which the effect of lubricants 
on power reduction can be studied under 
·various cutting conditions. 
(·3) The same experiment could be conducted 
using work materials of different hardness 
I with the purpose of studying the relationships 
:among various cutting vari,1bles. 
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Figure - 1 
Original surface 
I 
Tool 
6 
·• Cut Surface 
Figlire - 2 
r ,, 
Chip 
} 
_______ Tool 
Cutting Fluid 
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.• 
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Figure - 3 
/ I 
{a) 
Cutting Fluid directed 
on work and t.ool 
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Equipment and Material 
Equ:ipment for experiment: 
( 1) 16 11 Le.tnond heavy duty engine lathe with 
varydyne control 
l.2) Tool bit holder 
(3) Toolmaker's microscope 
·l4J Stylus type surface indicator 
SAE 1117 
Tool Material: 
HSS T-15 
.T_.ool Geometry: 
o, 6, 11, 5, 15, 15, 3/64" 
. 
Chemical fluids for cutting operation: 
l1J THIM RD-1-115 
(2_) TRIM RD-1-157 
{.3) TRIM RD-1-113C 
\4) TRIM RD-1-113D 
(.5) TRIM RD-1-117 
11% Chlorine in compound 
22% Chlorine in compound 
3% Sulfur 
4. 510 Sulfu 
Chlorine 11% + Sulfur 3% 
.... 
_,. 
,/.' 
.. 
Appendix - B 
\ 
, .. 
,., 
' 
~ 
< 
,, 
Dry Cutting ( Raw ~ata) 
Feed = 0. 020 11 II Depth of Cut= 0.100 
Spe.ed 
-3 Wear (10 inch) 
, 
t 
3 • 5 • 9 • 3 . - ;J . min min min min J rr l n r.t 1 n •• i - r 
-
' 
2.3 2.6 2.8 370 30n 0\., -.l., 8 () 
.,.../ ..._ \ 
3.4 4.5 5.0 360 400 
3.0 3.9 4.6 240 270 270 .... 
2.9 3.3 4.2 330 300 -~ () 0 
/ ',,,J "-
·, :(}() 3.4 4.0 4.8 260 260 2'70 
2.9 4.0 7.4 280 280 3()0 ' 
2.7 4.5 5. 1 260 2~)0 3()0 
..•. 
t5:o 
·.: .. _· .... :" 5.9 6.5 7. 1 240 260 320 
.. ... 5.2 6 .• o 8.5 320 300 -" 2 () / . . . . . 
II 
,, Feed =0.010 Depth of Cut - '", ,,~) :, () - .1 • . ) I 
" Wear ( 1 o- 3 inch) Surj~Rce -·' ,, ·-·01, -'r,.,....,p,---c Speed ~ l . \ .... r · ... ~ ..... 1 " ,·J ,. ) 
I • • . . 
•· I . 3 5 9 3 L_ ,,··,\ m1.n min min min :] l?'l ..j r11 in _ _,,, / ' 
10.0 
" ' 
. . 
' 
2·0.0 
... 
. .. -. 
3, ·o-·;o.· 
.. ··. · .... 
.. · ... 
1 •· 4 
1 .4 
2.8 
2. 1 
2.9 
3.0 
6.5 
7.2 
5 • .. 5. 
-
2.0 
2.8 
4.0 
2.9 
5.5 
5.8 
11 • 2 
11 • 6, 
6.5 
2.5 
3.9 
4.2 
4.0 
6.9 
5.9 
30.0 
18.3 
6.5 
200 
150 
400 
140 
380 
260 
110 
170 
250 
. 
. 
200 
160 
4()0 
160 
450 
300 
120 
180 
250 
2~)0 
160 
450 
1 90 
480 
300 
1?0 
190 
300 
'l 
Irr 
I 
I 
i' 
I 
,,, 
'II 
'I: 
11 
' I 
I 
I ( _µ..·; nch) \ .., .. t " 
Chlorine-- Low Level (Raw Jata) 
,, 
:E1eed = 0.020 
" 
De D th o .:.. : ~,1 ~., =-= r) • 1 c-, 0 ' 
( -3 ) . /--t Wear 1 0 inch , ... , ,·-"\a 01i:!' ... c· . ~ .. .. ~ • ~ • . (" ... ' . ' ... . ·-·, ' Speed ~ ~ . ' ( . . . 
-
-~----
--r------· 
.. ; 
\ 3 • 5 . 9 . ~ min min ffil n '''1 - Tl ... ~ ... - . ':-,--· I 
' 
". ~ . ,. ..... 
__ ) 
I 
_,,, .. ... 
-
. . . . 
I . • -
. • --... ·-- -----
-r ----- ---,--------=·-- . - -~---
I 2 4 2 5 3 ~ 4 1 () ii •' ~, ("'. , : ... " • • • 
'·, ; 
' 
\ l 
50 2 2 2 6 3 7 a 2() 4 ,--, . ·;c) • • • *"\ i l 
' 3 1 4 0 4 4 ~ () (:) •~-.., , ..... \ ) j60 ) • • • ,, _., .. <It-.~ I 
3 0 3 7 4 5 4 j,J 4 '' ' .. -• I C • • • . .... 
I 10: ..0 2 .o 2 1 2 8 300 ·..; ~ .. ! . .::, . ·1 ) 1. / i ~i • • i ,.I~' ,,.,, .,, 
2 6 4 0 6 0 t: .. 60 . f "\ j60 ... -... • • • .) .) .. ,), i ~- ' . 
', 
2 4 2 4 3 0 j r n .... . .... . " "\ " • 4 .... 
' 
• • • ...., \ .' 
' ! ~· 
1 50 2 3 2 3 3 0 4 J () ,1 I"-~, .~ r·. ; i ·, • • • 
" 
--,> •• ,,_} 
3 4 3 4 4 8 4 4 () ,1 , .. · .. ' :) {)('\ ' • • • ... , t) (,} 
·.,, ,t •\ f 
Feed - 0 .010 11 Dentt1 of Cut 
Wear ( 1 0-3 inch) r, ' - ' 
,I..(. : , r . ' (""\I, t, ~ .. 0.' - , ,. ... . ' \- (_ .... / 
Speed ,) l.,( .. 
... I, ', • ....,. 
.... ' l. ; ,_J,. ~· 
... -- ..... 
,_ .I ._ 
':. 
1 " I l ' 3 . 5 . 9 ~ X, ' . min min r.iin Yr' ' ~-•. r I ·• ~ -, ~ ,,- I ~ • "'(, ' ,.~ ,/ ........... 
• ..... ·-· .-------
·--~ 4 .I. .~- ""----·f---~~- _· . . . 
2 3 ! 9 3 3 3 1 tJC\ -1 I ... . ", • • • l •··; ! , -; 
1 00 4 .o 5 .4 5 .6 260 ') 1:._ ,··, '> 1 -'l L tJ 1 •• ' :i / ... ')., ,, 
3 8 4 3 5 3 1 Lt C) 1 : '1 .. ,,, .. ........ , ,i ! l .... )' • • • __ , I.. ' _.,i-' 
! 
1 . 6 .8 7 3 7 9 r) ~-j (' ).);'\ I ' l ·, () ( .' ; ' ) ' '· ~ • • ... '.I ' ' t -u•._ / 
Iii.,_.. -:i ', ) 
200 8.4 9 .o 9 • 2 22() ? .... 1 ._ ) \, 220 
8 • 6 1 0 .o 1 0 .4 260 ? 4 () ')·')(\ ' {' ', _} 
9 .o 9 3 9 3 2()0 ') r'l ' ') ~ i') .,, ( \; • • (. L ,, .i ,.. .. \ ... 
300 8.0 8 • 1 1 0 • 8 1 60 1 70 1 c30 
7 .5 8 .9 g 
• 8 1 50 1 60 1 60 
.,."· 
v·"11 l·, \ 
. .. . .. 
. 
• • n C: •: .. ~ . ---- .... " 
I 
.. 
\ 
j; 
I' 
I 
'1 
I• 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
i 
' 
' 
'c 
i 
.\ 
Chlorine-- High Level (Raw Data) 
Depth of Cut = ri.1(10" 
F ee d - 0 020" - • . . 
s.peed Wear ( -3 10 inch) Suri'ace 
3 • ,5 • g . min min min 3 min r ...-...., rr; ··1 ..,..-.. ~) i.;. _ _.4~ ' .. ~- -· ) .• i 
.... " ... ...L. ...... 
2.2 2.9 3. 1 5()0 ) b('; 6()() 
'. 
:5:0 2.3 2.4 3.0 520 620 640 ' 
: 2.0 2.4 2.8 480 480 460 .. ·. 
3 .·o 3.4 6.3 450 46C 460 
100. 3. 1 3.8 4.6 350 350 390 
2.7 3.6 5.9 480 500 480 . . . 
4.0 4.8 6.4 220 240 260 
1:5,~o. 
. ,· . ·. ·_ .. 3.8 5.5 8.5 500 520 520 
4.3 7.6 500 550 580 ·, " 
Fee.d - 0.010" 
Wear ( 103 inch) s +' T ' ur..1..ace ti.. ""' u -• Yl ,•' . , .• ,-, ·Speed . ! ) ,t. • I .. -1 "t ... '-' ~ ·-i ... ..... .. .... . _ __,, ..... ~ .... ,.. , 
3 . 5 . 9 . 3 . . . min min min min ) r"'· l r, 
' 
,.,t--. ", ' ·, 
- •·. . 
•• 1 ~ .. , 
.. ~. 
-- J 
.:. 
./ 
2. 1 2.3 2 • 6 26() •") ' ' •1 "J.. . , ; .... .. _. \ C '·) t 
. ( 
' 
100. 2. 1 2 .5 3.6 200 '),. .. ,,) cc~ . ., ·~t)r1J 
~-
. 
' 2.0 3.4 4 .o 200 .~, ') n 
\ 
'i '.iQ .,I ,' . ,--"" t. 'i ( .. . , __ ' ~ . ..,;' 
" --
. ./' •. 
5 .3 6 5 8.2 1 1 0 .. 1 r· ' 1 20 I I \~) I I 
'~: 
• 
! 
.- .. 
2·00 4 • 5 4 • 7 5.3 1 60 1 ~7 () ...___; 160 
'4·. 
4 7 5 .2 9.6 1 50 1 6C) ... 20 • I 
14 • 1 1 8.0 24 1 200 1 an ... ~3 () 
,\,-, 
• I ,,, •, 
300 12 .2 1 5 .8 27 .o 120 1 40 1 50 
12.5 15 .6 23.3 1 50 1 60 180 ~ 
•• 
• 
~ . t ' ., '1'""'7, n '1 I 
' 
.. ~ .. 4. \.. ..... 
., 
I 
ii 
I 
I' 
,! 
I 
I 
I 
' 
'" 
:i, 
I 
' 
·, 
I 
' 
\,c 
[ 
II [ 
ii 
J 
u 
II [I 
l 
I 
f 
Sulfur-- Low Level (Raw Data) 
Feed= 0.020" Depth of C1.1t = 0. 1 fJO" "' 
( -3 inch) . ' Wear 1 0 c:iurf'·,ce ..... ) r, ... " . ... r-- ..,.. -. '~- j ..... c:~ :speed u ..l.. c .. -- , ....._ i.. . _,i ~ .... " ' ... - .. • ·, d '-, . .;. ~ 
3 • 5 . 9 . 7- . . min min rnin ~ 1 -,,. l •. l •' 4 "t"J"- '\ 
' 
.,/ I ~ .i. 
.. ~ . . . 
- - .. -.4 . . 
2 1 2 4 3 5 ·z_ r > C1 ~ -,1 ,I . '"""1· . ·, •--~ i: • • • ./ c_ ., ..... ./ . , .... 
.-· 
:50. 4 • 2 4 .6 6 • 4 500 ~ A t"'\ . .., ~t \) 540 
4 • 0, 4 5 5 1 ·~ u (" 4 ('!0 d!OO • • / .I\} 
3 3 4 5 4 5 200 -,1, \ ,('• .. -, 
.. ~: i I 
• • • ) j 
. 
) \. ; 
" 
1·00 3 .8 4 .o 5 .4 380 3qc) . {) () 4,' I . 
2 7 5 .o 5 0 400 ,, 1 r\ ,t hi) • • • 1 _? 
. . ' 
'" . .... 
1 3 2 1 4 .o 1 4 7 28(J .. ' \ ,, .. 
··· .• \ .... ( ' \.. I .., J • • / 'tit.: 
. ·,:_5:0 1 8 • 6 1 8 • 6 20 • 6 280 ·::.., /') ·• \ 
....,/ \ .·· '•. _, ·.1,. ? (°' 
,.} ·- ") 
1 4 • 2 1 4 • 8 1 4 • 8 30() 3 1 (' ,.} 360 
· Feed - 0.010" Denth o i~ Cut 
.... 
Wear ( 1 0-3 incr1) 
~-3ur fa.c e ~ " r\ r--... ; • ,. .. r-'"-~ ·r ~-_:_. r' ( ... Speed • . ).J., .• ~. ... •· .. 
I 3 • 5 . 9 . -, min min r:iin ) • r --, Y: . ·; . . ' ' ,. • ~ -4 • 'I' . ! ) ' ' . • .. ' ....i... ........ . . . .• ' . 
............. • * I 
i 6 .8· 7 0 7 1 2 r) n, f) r· ~., ·, ' '"--~ • • _, l, I (' 4 -. ',, 
1 00 6 3 7 .o 7 4 200 ') "'I ·, ·, ?() • • L :.: f .~ 
,:' . \ 
3 .3 3 6 4 2 2 1 0 r) ') ,\ I '! ~. () • • {_" :.··""" ''\ -
! 
! 6 6 7 .o 8. 5 ... ·7" 1 '"1 /"\ i 1 .~-,,., r-·, • I l I ! \ : .... : ,i 
200 5 • 6 6 .8 8 .o 1 5 () 1 7() 1 80 
6 1 6 .4 7 3 1 5() ... '"7 '"'\ 1 ·')() • • I ( ' ' .. "; 
5 6 6 .4 9 2 1 70 1 \~() 1 "'· .'\ • • I . '11 f 
•· 3-Q'.O 7 • 5 8 • 8 1 5 .o 1 40 1 7() 1 80 ... - .- - . 
9 ."4 9 6 n 6 • ·' • 2 1 40 1 ,., (,) ") r, 0 (_ __ _, \....,' .. 
. ,,. 
f,-L, 
' 
l . 
I" 
\ 
'f'' r- ... ,- ! 
.... ', , . . 
·' 
.,, r~ Ch' 
....... .,. . • l 
I 
,1 
I 
! .
C 
...... 
Sulfur -- Iligh Level (Raw Data) 
Feed= 0.020" ..... n 
-) 1 -, ,.., , t 0 .,, L,U+ -~ ' 11\1 ... '.L ,j I.J 
• 
( -3 . 
'\ 
Wear 10 inch) s u r ~-~ ' l n t:· • • ( ·1 .. •. ~ ,,. ~ r ·, t ·~ r -~ "' /',-4..., 't . '. ·~ I'"""· Speed J... ( - \.~ , "" \, ' .-'. t- ... .. • .... \ .· .. . I . ' . ., .. 
3 . 5 . 9 -;.; . , min min min m1n .. .,......, ' 't1 
' 
'1'".-"': l ·r ·-/ ,, 
... I, ·-· ,I, .... ... . ... 
2 3 2 5 3 :o 450 ~, '-, "\ •~") j,·-... .i i ' • • .,,..,, _ _,,, 
~ . 
:50: 2·. 2 2 .6 2 .7 450 4 r f"'-' J ~ ) ;) ()0 •, 
., 2 O ,:: . ~· .·' 2 • 1 2 • 5 500 j j() I GOO 
',\ 
. . 
. ... . . 
3 .o 4 .o 4 • 5 4J0 4 / '') ("'1 I 
_... • .. _ 1 j()Q \ 1:00:· 3 • 41 4 .o 4 .8 460 480 480 .,, 
I 
i 
.~ 
I 3 4 .o 5 3 480 4 ;3t,, 510 • ... _ \ ..... / ' ' ' I 
i( 
C 
. 
.. 
' 
6 . ~~ - .J 8. 5 9 5 340 3()0 340 • ' 
150 6 .3 7 .6 10 1 .,,. 460 500 550 • l 
'[ 
. 
6 • 5. 6 • 5 9 • 5 300 300 290 I 
i 
.- .. 
.. 
. . 
Feed= 0.010" Depth of Cut - O.OSC•" 
Wear , 1 o-3 inch) Surface R o ll a 1r-- ,,1 e r- ,.... ' !-"li.nchl , t ·speed_ .1.. b ... 1~ 0 .::J \ 
3 . 5 • 9 • 3 . 5 . min min min min min '·A y·r-, Y·. J ... ~.l -~ . ..:. l 
., 
.. 
- . ' ~ . ' . . .... 
. 
2.5 3.0 4.0 290 320 ·_3 8() 
1:()(} 2.3 3.5 4. 1 200 21 () 210 
3.5 4.0 4.3 280 2 9() 320 .. . 
... 
2.6 ,.., 4.4 7. 1 150 120 1 ·') ('\ C \..1 
-~roo· ... 5.5 7.9 n3.4 280 300 300 
5.2 7.2 7.8 1 10 1 2C) 1 10 
... 
9.1 1 1 .4 t2 1 • 1 180 180 180 
·3:Q:Q 9.0 M4.6 
- 180 220 230 
9.5 10.4 
- 150 180 200 
~ 
.. 
Chlorine- ~ow Level+ Sulfur- Low Level (Raw Data) 
Feed= 0.020" Depth of Cut = 1J. 11'11J" 
S.peed 
-3 Wear ( 10 inch). C" ,.... 0llr l ciC e ~ ~ n ' l :...r ~ \ 111 p ~ --~ .l.. l.. ..... __ ,.__ ~ -....... .iL 
. .,. "'--- - ~ 
..: .. ~ r,. t,, \ 
' 
' 
... .. ... "' • J 
3 min 5 min 9 min I,.·-; ;·r; " r 
.,,,. 
... ~ .I, .. .. -
2 5 2 5 2 9 5 20 4 ' -~ ·-, A .. ' \ • • • '·, \, __ , '+ 
·50. 2 5 3 0 4 7 5 30 5 i1 0 - <I-· i) "-~- tJ • • • I' 
--" -
2 5 2 7 2 8 ... 5() t '} {l -~ -~ ~ ~l t~ " I !o • • • .. / J . __ ,, 
~--~ 
. 
3 0 3 0 4 9 4 ~ ,, I f-y ! 
-~ 
- ~ 
~-
• • • t l, s·'I •• . " 
100 3 4 3 7 5 6 4 20 .• ,-., 'l 4 ' ."··1 . • • • 4 c' L ... "1.,_.,t, 
<" 
3 7 4 7 5 6 ? r1 {~) .. 1 .. ~ ) .., L ~) ·-) ,;; : • • • ' 
' ' 
, 
, 
,•' 
~ l_ • 
'. 
3 0 5 0 6 4 7, r- ('\ ;'.~ -, '') • •· ~_l. ! '! ' ~ ... t'·,, ,, • • • ) '-· -
. 
1:50 4 0 4 2 5 3 ') r~t) ·; .. (1 --. '') ,,._ ! 
" ;,. \_I 
• • • / i j 
,,, 
.. _.~ 
4.0 6.5 6.5 
Feed - 0.010" (', (' 
• .I • .,,; \,.-( i,_.• 
,.-... ,. 
. .-. ' [ 
. . . 
-~- .,, 
: ) \' 
Wear ~ 1 o~3 incr1 ) ( ' . ' ·, ~·· .,,. ........ ~ .. r • 'If. .. J :J. 
·y' ,· 
. 
,,,. -\ 
.:-~ .... t·---. 
"'"1 {-• r.-·~ q ~ r:cn 
Speed 
~ 
-
... \_ -· ... ,.., t_) '<..t. < . ~ . • "'·J .._, Ac 
-
3 . 5 () . • ,l min min rn 1 r1 .,., 1 )' l . ...-,.,, . ..,. ... 
.. ,"- . ., . ' . l I ,J ' 
·-
• J. 
' .. 
' ' ... . . . 
-
I 
- . t-3 9 4 1 ') 
'.) r, Q .- ~~ - ·, • • ) • . _, ,r 
" t \./ 
~-
11 0:0 3 • 0 3 • 2 4 • 0 260 ') }'l cl,,t ... .,., f..' ) I ,.JI, 
3 1 3 5 6 2 23() ") qo ")Qr) • • • r . ...., ,,j 
' ·' \,..-•,• '' .. 
.. 
6 .o 6 5 7 5 2 1 0 ') ,, ''\ •') • • • ' ,._,_ \._; 
•• "'-~--
2'00 5 • 1 5 • 2 5 • 7 1 r-10 1 80 1 .,~,4., "i;: \.,~r ·--i 
5 • 4 7 • 2 9 • 1 3 1 0 ~~ ') l . /'" z ,. 
,/ ~., .~ 
~;r r', ) 
-,'), ..t ' 
.•'. "'-· ,, . 
' 
" ' ' 
3 1 3 8 3 g 200 ·) ""'\ ') ) ,---.,.: n, • • • . t'. r,._ 1 
. 
·3.00· 4 0 4 6 5 1 .. 60 1 ...l ~. • _ • .,,. /-<\. • I -~ .... t '\\ 
' 
_) \ ) • • ' } .. ' l ,,, .+ 
3 5 4 8 4 8 200 "') () {~ ~ --~ " ~---• • • c:.. . ,' j 
. I t) 
' : 
.. 
0 
• . ~ 
~-
/ 
Appendi~· 
j 
~-
. "\ 
\, 
.. 
a· 
.. 
,. 
Dry Cutting ~Average) 
Feed - 0.020" Depth of Cut= 0.100" 
. 
Wear ( 1 -3 Surface .. 0 inch) 1 ,"\ 0 , J. ;r ' · 'r• i-' r~ r·"' 
..... -- ,_ .• ·, -' ........... 
-
,.) il.._J s .. pe,ed 
-
3 • 5 . 9 7; . . min min min ffilI1 ) Jl' r . I ...,. .,.-, -- ')'' / 
.. l J.. •. ~ ;.. ... .;, . l, 4 
... 
.. · .. -. 
50 2 9 3 .7 . 4 1 32() 3~0 . . 1 ' .., ~i :' l ·, • • ' ), ·' __ - . ·,.,I'
100 3 .o 3 • 8 5 .5 290 280 ? !~() 
1 50 4 6 5 7 6 9 270 ') ;:, i'\ ,,. __ 1 ,:) >,, • • • L. (j\_J 
-
--- o· · o., 1- ,o· : ,,· 
... •·· ..... · Depth of Cut = 0.050" 
.... 
Wear ( 1 63 inch) Surf'r1c e . . ll....,. ·') ~ l ..... r-.. )-,..,, f ~. c_~ :e:, J. , · -- L - r '1 ... .t • .. -· '"- _) .._ __ } $:peed 
3 . 5 • 9 . 7. l . min min min ;n ·1 r '1 ~..,. -, r: .......... .. • • _/ .. l. _, . . . .... 
. .. 
..... "' 
. 
. 
l0-0 1 • 9 2 • 9 3 5 2 J() ") r~ ") ')''···11 • L ,,, \ I : \ ) 
. 200 2 .1 4 .7 5 • 6 26() 300 ~520 
300 6 .4 9 • 8 1 8 • 3 1 80 1 80 200 
.•· 
r~ \ , r, C' ,, 
... "" . ',,. ... 
~ -=. r, C .,..., ,. 
... -1111, 
.. 11,-
., 
·, 
,1 
', 
1' 
i1 
' 
,I 
,\ 
l 
r 
'1 
I 
11 
I 
,c 
I 
I 
IC 
ii 
I 
-Chlorine-- Low level (Average) 
Feed - 0.020" Depth of t; u t = 0 • 1 00" 
. . . . . . 
Wear ( 1 63inch) Surface ..,..... .. H n ; l .!' !"'I ,.,-,_ p C ~ .l l. ... / . I,. ' • "' .. ' .' \ .., -.. Speed 
3 • 5 . 9 . 7- . min min min •·" """ :"l . ,., ' ,-
< "'" ' r: .I ... ~ l ..l._ .. • ,I, • ......... l. .... ... ~ ~ -
50 2 6 3 .o 3 9 440 j ,-, --~ . _,, /" • • t ' -. ·) ... 1._) 
• 
·1·0·--0 
. . 2 !~ • 5 3 • 3 4 • 4 440 4 )() 4qo 
• J 
1 50 2 • 7 2 • 7 3 • 6 420 4 2() tl rlO 
' 
. . ... 
Feed= 0.010" Depth of Cut= 0.050" 
•. 
-3 Wear l 1 0 inch) Surface K () ' ' :r 'r I1 ~ .. c• ,-~ ... ,.J.. ;,- ., ~ 1 ~ , • ) ' 
·.,. 
·Speed 
3 • 5 . 9 . 3 . , . . ·- . min min min min ') ~ A~ n '· J ,y-.... ., Y' .• ! -~ 
••• c....4- ..... 
.. 
1..0·0 3. 9 4 .3 4 .7 1 90 1 c\ () j, 1 t30 
200 : •·. •. 8.0 8.8 9.2 250 250 ?40 
300 8 .1 8.8 10 .o 1 70 1 80 200 .. ·• - .. . . 
0 '-: . .,.., . " '\ ... -~ . ~ , .:. '- ... . . 
t'-- . ,, l'l ....... Ir \ :4- " .. '"WitJ • • \ ., 
I 
,, 
' IC 
I 
' 
' I, 
,/ 
C~lor~ne-- High Level tAverage) 
, 
Feed= 0.020" Depth of L;ut - 0.100" 
. . . 
• . 
-.. 
. . . 
-3 
'. ~ : ~1 C :1 \ 
Wear (10 inch) Surface iioughr1ess 
' 
' 
SJre ed 
3 . 5 . 9 • 3 . 5 . ,,..---.. . min min min r:1 in min ~ I""' ·1 n j H ...L. .. ' \ 
50 2.2 2 .• 6 3.0 500 550 jrlO 
100 3.0 3.6 5.6 430 440 440 
150 4.0 5.2 7.5 410 440 450 r 
.. b1Efed. ·= 0.010" Depth of Cut - 0.050" 
.. • . 
. '· 
( -3 
~ ' 
Wear 10 inch) Surface 1'~ h . 'r , err, .~, ... 11 0 U. ~...... .. .. ~ e ~ ., 1 nc .... :, -,,._ . ' \ Sp.e·e:d 
3 • 5 • 9 • 3 ... . min min min ffil!1 J r·'. l r, ~ ......., -~, r; i .... ! ......... 
• .l J. .... 4 .... 
·10:0_ 2. 1 2 .7 3.7 220 2 6(; -' r I --~ ' • ·1 {:.. l i.. -· 
:20·0 4 .8 5 .5 7.7 1 40 1 40 ·1 I ·3t) .. 
300 13.0 16.5 24 .8 160 1 60 1 Fl() 
.: 
• 
,J . 
•• .. 
•• 
Sulfur-- Low Level (Average) 
Feed= 0.020" Depth of Cut= 0.100" 
( -3 
/u ', 
Wear 1 0 inch) Sur 1'"' :-1 c e li. Q ~ ~ /J" ~~-1 ,, "\ {-) (--:, r~'.' J·"', r"'I f'"'I;-
' ' 
~ 
l--4 i --~ "'- I.. ... • 
..c .... ' .. -, 
. .. \,c ..... Speed 
3 . 5 . 9 . ~ .. min min min ...., .,.-.,.. ..... -.... ),·") ~ ... ., ~ r 
-./ , ,. , ~./ .; .. 4 .1- .J. ~ 
. 
"·" ,I;, 
..._ _ _;.. lo. 
... l . ~ 
50 3 .4 3 • 8 5 .o 300 4 . {'· j -\ b() •-+ t. _: ·. ,: 
1 00 3.3 4 .• 5 5 .o 360 370 7 ,-~ ") ' ·-~ t 
.. ,./ 
_ _,,, ··J I 
1 50 15 •• 3 1 5 .8 1 6 .7 290 300 -~ ... ....,._ i i ( ) 
' ..,,,; V-. 
. . ·
Depth of Cut= 0.050" 
.. · -
103 Wear ( inch) Sur :f c:LC e -:- , o ' · ·r ·~.., r e ...... <::'; ft . . \ ,.~ U{: .. - ·--- . , n,..,. '"'· .L\. ,-; ... L ._ "'--·~ .... 
_, \.._.,. .. t. ,Speed 
3 . 5 • 9 min 3 . C. . ,-- ... . min min m1r1 'rr') -~ Y' •... -4 "T--,.~. ..., y·, 
_j 
... ~-" _j_ ... "" . ... . ' ... " . 
100 5 .5 5 .9 6 .2 2 10 220 ·) --~ (1 ,. 4 .' 
2-Q·O 
.6. 1 6 .7 7 .9 1 60 1 70 190 
·300 
. . 
. . 7 .5 8.3 1 3 .4 1 50 1 80 1 90 .. .. 
·-
' 
.. 
' \ 
', 
\ 
; . 
• 
Sulfur-- High Level (Average) 
Feed= 0.020" Depth of Cut= 0.100" 
.. 
-3 Wear ( 1 0 inch) Surface P o 1. , . r h n ;..}. c• ("'." f tJ. . . ' I -~ .., . ..,. ... , ri ..ll... J.(.:_l ... ,,,_j,J 
' I 
.... ..l. 4 '· _,. ..... 
Speed 
~.~~ 3 • 5 . 9 . 3 . '" '' min min min min ) TT} , Yi \ 1 .,_,,-. .., y-, 
... .-l.. "" ... j ... ~ .. ..... ..,i. .l 
50 2.2 2.4 2.1 470 520 J5() 
.. 
100 3.2 4.0 4.9 460 370 390 
·1;5.0 6.3 7.5 .. 9.7 370 370 390 ., ... ... 
. 
Fe,ed - 0.010" Depth of Cut= 0.050" 
. Wear ( 1 o3 inch) Surface 1" ).--, ~;.,. ',-\ '1_ 0 1 ' f!.. I 'Y' ,.., C' ~' ,l ,, : ..i. ,A. ") .l - l t '°'"" •. ) 0 L ... C ..... ) S.-P~~d· 
3 • 5 . 9 . 3 . 5 min min min min rr. i 11 I ,..-r, ...., r, •. , • ~ . .I. ...... 
too 2.8 3.5 4 • 1 260 2 r7 C) -.. ~ :J () 
_..., ' 
200 4.4 6.5 9.4 180 180 180 
300 9.4 12.1 
- 170 190 2()0 
• 
.I 
I 
' 
' I 
i'_I[_ 
'I[ 
I 
\ . ' 
'\ 
Chlorine-- Low Level+ Sulfur-- Low Level (Average) J 
.. 
i 
.\ 
Feed - 0.020" Depth of Cut = 0. 100" . ",\ 
' 
-3 
,·~ 
.,; r. ~ ·,, \ 
Wear ( 10 inch) Surface R O 1.l ~;" ',1 Y; P r3 ~ ' 
• > ~:,... -* 1. ......... 
. .,,. ... \,,..... . ... ~ Speed 
3 . 5 . 9 . 3 . . y min min min min '"") n11 n m·· r 
··" • J_ ... L 
·,. 
50 2.5 2.7 3.5 530 530 J50 
100 3.4 3.8 5.4 420 4 1 C) e1 .. 0 
'• I \ 
150 3.7 5·. 2 6.0 320 -~ . .'' / J ,, ) 7: ~7 :J 
.. 
Depth of Cut= 0.050" 
' 
' 
( -3 ~ -: .,. .. Ch\ 
Wear 1 0 inch) Sur i';-1c c ? t t Ci ~ ~ -~ - ,--·- .,... .... ; .. (~ 
.... ' ...... f ·: .. .... .. .. ~ it 1 , . .,,. 
l. • ' .. ·' ' 
Speed 
I 
I 3 . 5 . 9 . 3 . I •,, min min min r,....1 -, Y"'! . ......... ' r· I . , . .. '," Ll ... L,l. I ... 4 _..:. ... ...... 
_ ... 
- ~ 
' ·~ 
I 
i 100 3 .3 3 6 5 1 250 .·} !1 ' /" :r -r ·:r ,..-'-,,, • • ( .... \ . ; ,,j 
2·00 1 .. ·.: . . : :·· .. ' ,. 5 • 5 6 .3 7 .4 230 240 250 
30() 3 • 5 4 .4 4 .6 1 90 200 2 10 
' · l 
... -... 
. 
" 
--~-·-··. --t· ··.-
,. 
: . 
Appendix - D 
~-
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-·: ..... -- ·-··- - --.· .. ' . 
~···-·-· 
.. . . ,. ')( )( 
L:EGEND 
Dry 
Chlorine - Low Level 
Chlorine - }I ig}1 Leve 1 
Sulfur - Low Level 
Sulfur - High Level 
Chlorine - Low Level 
~·,_. ... -- . --· + 
Sulfur - Low Level 
• 
·' 
·-
.. 
.. 
_.,. 
; 
! 
/ 
// 
L. 
.o 
_, 
--, 
_,.,..0---
~· 
.. 
SPEE.D = 50 Sl=PM 
l="EeD :::. o-oio '' 
l>E.P7H OF CUT= 0./00 11 
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-,-··· 
., 
., 
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3 6 
PLOT - I 
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ii 
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1. 
t 
~ 
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'"fl 
8 
r. •· 0 
./; : .· 
~-
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Q: 
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DEPTH 
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·\ 
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/ 
• 
SPEED 
FEED 
OF CUT 
-
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-
-
, 
/ 
100 .5~PM 
Q. 020'' 
0- IOO I/ 
I 
()·~-------.,,...__-----___,,... ______________________________________ ~-------~---~------,.-----~ 0 3 6 
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6 
; T 
~\ 
~· 
·' 
.~ 
4 .. . ' . 
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2. 
I 
·-:' 
I I~ 
SPEED = 100 £FPJV/ 
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DEPTH OF CUT= 0·050' 1 
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./ 
.._. 
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8 
.5··· 
4 
3 -· ... · .. .. . 
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SPEED = 200 SFP/V/ 
FEED = O· 010'' 
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Tlt'1E IN MINUTES • 
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./ . 0 
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TIME IN MINUTES 
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FEED - O· 020 11 
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Appendix - E 
I·· 
··,. 
11. 
~I 
Wear in Roughing Condition: 
So.urce 
A (Fluid) 
.H (Speed) 
,C (Time) 
AB 
A:c 
··Be 
AB:C 
R(ABC) 
:-S:·citfrc:e· 
. -.. .. . . _, 
A 
:B. 
C 
AB 
AC 
BC 
' 
:"-· 
Sum of 
Squares 
396.70 
493.31 
89.94 
563.17 
2.91 
7.74 
10.42 
118.12 
.. F-Ratio 
72 .6 
226.0 
41 .2 
51 • 6 
.2 
1 • 7 
.4 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
5 
2 
2 
10 
10 
4 
20 
108 
F1-Ra t io 
at 957~ 
2 .21 
3 .oo 
3 .oo 
1. 83 
1 • 83 
2.37 
1 • 57 
~-· 
F-Ratio 
at gg;;f, 
3 .02 
4 • 61 
4 • 61 
2.32 
2.32 
3.32 
1 .88 
Mean Sqare 
79.34 
246.65 
44.97 
56.31 
.29 
1.93 1'! 
[, 
.52 
I 1.09 I l 
I 
II 
I~ 
:I 
,• 
Significant 
at 95)' at gq~ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
l 
I 
·; 
:"' 
s' 
•' 1. • 
Wear in Finishing Condition: 
SiO·u:r,c e: . 
. 
. ' 
. 
. 
:D (Fluid) 
E (Speed) 
F (Time) 
DE 
.... 
DF: 
·E-:F 
DEF 
R(DEF) 
-.s·a,ur--c-'e 
. . ~ .•.· 
_.,· ' .. 
D 
E·. 
.F· 
DE 
DF 
EF 
DEF 
Sum of 
Squares 
266.05 
1385.96 
363.73 
84 6. 61 
86.11 
165.12 
115.93 
490.94 
F-Ratio 
11. 73 
152.5 
39.9 
18.65 
1 • 9 
9.08 
1. 27 
Degrees of 
} 1re e dor:1 
F-Ratio 
at 95% 
2 .21 
3.00 
3.00 
1. 83 
1. 83 
2.37 
1. 57 
5 
2 
2 
10 
10 
4 
20 
108 
F-Ratio 
at 99% 
3.02 
4.61 
4.61 
2.32 
3.32 
1.88 
Mean Square 
' 
' 
i 
11 53.21 
692.gs 
181 .86 
84 .66 
8.61 
41 .28 
5.79 
4.54 ll 
I/ 
I/ 
ii 
:1. 
I• 
Significant 
at 95~ at 99~ 
• 
* 
* 
* 
• 
•• . . ·. 
r 
• 
... 
;. 
Surface Finish in Roughing Condition: 
s-ou.r.c--'e· 
A (Fluid) 
C (Fluid) 
E (Time) 
AC : . .. 
:AE 
:C:=E 
.. · ,- . ' 
-ACE 
H(ACE) 
Sour:c:e 
,_A 
C 
E 
AC 
AE 
CE 
ACE 
Sum of Degree of Squares r,reedom 
540217.90 5 
350260.49 2 
35208.64 2 
91843.20 10 
5450.61 10 
8491.35 4 
10716.04 20 
576800.00 108 
F-Ratio F-Ratio F-Ratio 
t 
20.3 
32.8 
3.3 
1. 7 
• 1 
.3 
• 1 
at 95% 
2.21 
3.00 
3.00 
1. 83 
1.83 
2.37 
1. 57 
at 99% 
3.02 
4.61 
4.61 
2.32 
2.32 
3.32 
1 .88 
r1ean Square 
108043.58 
17513().24 
17604.:52 
9184.32 
545.06 
2122.83 
·r 
535.80 
5340.74 
Significant 
at 95% at 99% 
• 
• 
* 
.. :, 
~: 
\ .. 
Surface Finish in Finishing Condition: 
·S.o,urce. 
. . ' . . -
.. 
.B (Fluid) 
D (Speed) 
F (Time) 
BD 
BF 
DF 
BDF 
R(BDF) 
·so.ur-:ce·. 
. . : ~. . . . . . . . . 
B.: ,· 
D 
F 
BD 
BF 
DF 
BDF 
!3um of Deg·rees of Squares 
.!f'reed om 
77538.27 5 
94819.75 2 
14241.97 2 
130054.32 10 
3476.54 10 
1250.61 4 
8253.08 20 
455733.33 108 
F-.Hatio F-I-tatio F-Hatio 
3 .6 
11 • 2 
1 • 6 
3.09 
.08 
.07 
.og 
at 95% 
2 .21 
3.00 
3.00 
1.83 
1. 83 
2.37 
1 • 57 
at 99~ 
" 
3.02 
4.61 
4.61 
2.32 
2.32 
3.32 
1 .88 
Mean Square 
15507.65 
474()9.87 
712t).98 
13005 •. 1,3 
312.65 
412.65 
421 ].~,, 
Significant 
at 95% at g9,, 
• 
• 
* 
.J 
.• 
. '. 
.• 
\ . 
.. 
Wear at 2 minutes in Houghing Condition: 
~-S:OUT'Ci8 
1<: (Fluid) 
L . (Speed) 
KL 
R(KL) 
Source 
K 
L 
.K.L 
Sum of 
Squares 
134.50 
130.00 
198.28 
29.28 
F-Ratio 
33.1 
80.0 
24.4 
Degrees of 
.B,re edom 
5 
2· 
10 
36 
J.f1 -Ra ti o F-hatio 
at 95% 
2.45 
3.23 
2.08 
at 99i, 
3.51 
5. 18 
2.80 
Mean Square 
26.go 
i'I 65.00 
't 
' IC 
" 
19.82 [ 
L 
,, 
.81 
Significant 
at 957'> at 99" 
* 
* 
* 
Wear at 2 minutes in Roughing Condition: 
Source 
w (Fluid) 
z lSpeed) 
wz 
R(WZ) 
Source 
w 
z 
wz· 
I. 
Sum of 
Squares 
124.77 
210.73 
194.79 
57.59 
F-Ratio 
1 5. 6 
65.8 
11 • 9 
• 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
F-Ratio 
at 95% 
2.45 
3.23 
2.08 
5 
2 
10 
36 
F-Hatio 
at 9 9/:4:, 
3.51 
5. 18 
2.80 
Mean Sauare 
.. 
24.95 
105.36 
19.48 
1 • 59 
Significant 
at g 5 <~ at 9 9CJ' 
• 
• 
.. 
I 
11[1 
II 
I 
'1 
I 
.' 
---~ 
-~ 
Wear at 2 minutes in Finishing Condition: 
Source 
I CFluid) 
J (Speed) 
I.J 
. "tt..(: 1·-J .J 
·s-c:>urc:e 
I 
J 
Sum of 
Squares 
75.76 
209.69 
143.60 
31.86 
]l-Ratio 
17. 1 
117. 0 
15.8 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
5 
2 
10 
36 
F-Ratio F-RRtio 
at 9570 at 99~~ 
2.45 3.51 
3.23 5. 18 
2.08 2.80 
Mean Square 
15.15 
104.84 
14.36 
.88 
Significant 
at 95% at 
• 
• 
• 
g9" 
I 
" 
111 
I 
:1 
I 
,I 
I 
:1 r~ 
I 
JI 
Wear at 2 @inutes in Finishing Condition: 
Source 
,X (Fluid) 
y (Speed) 
XY 
E.(XY) 
.. 0.our::c·e. 
X 
y 
XY 
Sum of Degrees of Squares Freedom 
207.03 
999.44 
593.57 
389.76 
F-Ratio 
3.84 
46.20 
5.49 
F-H.atio 
at 95~10 
2.45 
3.23 
2.08 
5 
2 
10 
36 
lt'-Ra ti o 
at 9 9':~ 
3.51 
5 .18 
2.80 
Mean Square 
41 • 40 
499.~72 
59.35 
10.82 
Significant 
at 95%> at 99% 
• 
• 
• 
. ·i 
l 
,. 
Surface ¥inish at 3 minutes in Roughing Condition: 
Source 
F (Fluid) 
s (Speed) 
FS 
.1i: ( :F-$ :) 
S:t>.tt·:r-c_e 
.. 
F-
s 
FS 
Sum of Degrees of Sqares Freedom 
162792.59 5 
89114.81 2 
36885.18 10 
170866.66 36 
I' 
F-Hatio F-Hatio !t'-Ra ti o 
6.85 
9.39 
.78 
at 955-b 
2.45 
3.23 
2.08 
at 99:-;o 
3.51 
5. 18 
2.80 
l·1ean Sqare 
32558.51 
44 55~7. 40 
3688.51 
4746.29 
Significant 
at 95%> at 99~ 
• 
* 
"is~· 
,J 
...... ,gi 
, 
• 
:::.. 
9-
~ 
. . 
.,.,;.. 
• 
Surface Finish at _2 minutes in Roughing ~condition: 
Source 
C ( Fluid J 
V (Speed) 
UV 
R(CV) 
So:u·.rc·e 
..... ' 
C 
V 
CV 
~um of 
Squares 
203898.14 
138225.92 
31529.62 
215933.33 
Degrees of 
.lft r e e d o r., 
5 
2 
10 
36 
F-Ratio F-Ratio 
.lc'-lta ti o 
at 95io at 9970 
6.8 2.45 3.51 
11.52 3.23 5. 18 
• 52 2.08 2.80 
Mean Square 
3152.96 
Significant 
at 95% at 9954, 
• 
• 
I 
1111 
l 
r 
ii 
ii 
I' 
t 
.. 
'I 
I 
11' 
II 
·11 
I 
Surface .14·inish at ,l minutes in Finishing Condition: 
·Source of Degrees of Mean Sqare J ~um Squares li're e d om 
'C (Fluid) 21659.25 5 4331 .85 I 
.. 
:1 
:, 
I D (Speed) 28403.70 2 14201 .85 11 
' 
CD 31218.51 10 3121 .85 
R..(CD) 144600.00 36 4016.66 
Source ~·-~atio ~'-Ratio .14'-Hatio Significant at 95% at 9910 
at 955~~ at 99~ 4-· 
.c. 1 .08 2.45 3.51 
D 3.54 3.23 5. 18 
* 
c:n:. 
.78 2.08 2 .80 
... . 
Surface Finish at~ minute in Finishing Condition: 
Source Sum of Degrees of f•1ean Square Squares !t' re e d o r:1 
. 
A (Fluid) 31844.44 5 6 3 6 t:3 • f, B 
~ B (Speed) 33677.77 2 168~f ')r· 
.... _j.,'. bt~ 
AB 62877.77 10 6287. -77 
R(AB) 182600.00 36 50¥-/ 2. 22 
.. 
,. 
~ource F-Ratio Jt'-lta ti o r'-Ratio SignificF1nt ~ 
at 951~ at 991'b 
at 95% at 99% 
A. 1. 26 2.45 3.51 
B,: 3.-32 3.23 5. 18 • 
1.24 2.08 2.80 
t , 
~. 
.,, 
,> 
.. 
I 
41' < • 
t 
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